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1. Introduction 
When a smooth manifold is provided with a flat affine connection, we call it an affine manifold. 
Let M be an affine manifold with a flat affine connection D. A Riemannian metric g on M is 
said to be a Hessian metric if g is locally expressed by a Hessian g = D2u where u is a local 
smooth function. Such a pair (D, g) is called a Hessian structure and a manifold provided with a 
Hessian structure is said to be a Hessian manifold. Hessian manifolds are related to the following 
geometries: 
(i) Kahlerian geometry and symplectic geometry [8,9,12]. It will be suggested by the facts 
that the tangent bundle of a Hessian manifold naturally admits a Kahlerian structure and that a 
Hessian structure is formally analogous to a Kahlerian structure because a KMerian metric is 
locally expressed as a complex Hessian. 
(ii) Affine differential geometry [ 10,111. Level surfaces of u are non-degenerate in the sense 
of affine differential geometry. For the study of the level surfaces affine differential geometric 
methods are quite useful. 
(iii) Information geometry [ 1,121. It is known that many important smooth families of proba- 
bility distributions (e.g., exponential families) admit Hessian structures. 
Thus on Hessian manifolds many interesting geometric areas intersect. 
In Section 2 we consider the affine developement of a Hessian manifold and prove a convexity 
of a Hessian manifold. In Section 3 we give basic identities on a Hessian manifold. Denoting 
by V the Levi-Civita connection for g, a flat affine connection D’ defined by D’ = 2V - D is 
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the dual connection of D with respect to g. In Section 4 we prove that in compact case the first 
Koszul form a is parallel with respect to V Using this we give certain necessary and sufficient 
conditions for V = D, and show that the Markus’s conjecture is true in the case of g being 
rational. We prove a Weitzenbiick type formula for the Laplacian reflecting the flat connections 
D and D’. As an application of the formula we get a characterization of D- and D’-parallel 
fields. In Section 5, using this characterization we obtain a structure theorem t’or a compact 
Hessian manifold, which is an extension of Calabi’s theorem [ 131 for a compact flat Riemannian 
manifold. For a better understanding of the above structure theorem, we shall present an argument 
analogous to an Albanese variety of a compact complex manifold in Section 6. 
2. Convexity of Hessian manifolds 
Let M be an jz-dimensional simply connected affine manifold with a flat affine connection 
13. Then the vector space 9’ of all parallel l-forms on M is n-dimensional. Regarding an n- 
dimensional vector space as an affine space A” in a natural way, we can construct an affine 
immersion cp of M to the dual space 3’* of 3’ as follows. Take a point o of M as the origin. For 
e:ach cy E ‘9 and x E M, 
where the bracket denotes the pairing of Ip and ip*. Let C be the group of all affine automorphisms 
of M and A(n) the group of all affne transformations of the affine space A”. Then identifying 
9” with the n-dimensional affine space A”, the above affine immersion v of M to A” induces 
a group-homomorphism cp of G into A(n) so that for each g E G, cp o g = q(g) c y on M. 
This affine immersion of M to A” is called an afine development of M. In general, the affine 
development is not an imbedding. However, the following fact is well-known: if M is simply 
connected and a complete flat Riemannian manifold, the affine development of M is an affine- 
diffeomorphism. The convexity of a Hessian manifold has also been studied by 171. We shall 
I,how the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. If M is a simply connected Hessian mantfold whose metric g is complete then 
the afJine development of M is an afine-diffeomorphism whose image is a com’ex domain in A”. 
A geodesic on a Hessian manifold with (D, g) is a geodesic with respect to the flat affne 
connection D. A maximal geodesic C(r) (LI < t < b) is a geodesic such that C(r) cannot 
be extended beyond t = a nor t = 0. When C(r) (a < f < b) is a maximal geodesic. C(r) 
(c < t < h) is called a maximal ray if a < c < h. If an affine manifold is simply connected, 
then a maximal geodesic is a closed 1 -dimensional submanifold of the affine manifold. 
Proof. Since M is simply connected. there exists a globally defined smooth function f‘ on M 
such that the Hessian D’f‘ of the function f is the Hessian metric g. Let 11 be a point on M and 
C(t) (a <c f < h) a maximal geodesic on M with C(0) = o. Then the induced metric C*g on 
J = (a. h) is complete since the image C(I) of the geodesic C is a closed subset of M. Setting 
F(t) = f‘(C(f)), we have C*l: = F”(t) dt2 on I. Since the metric C*,q is complete, the length 
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of [0, b) with respect o the metric C*g is infinite; 10b(F”(t))‘/2 dt = +oo. Suppose that b < co. 
Then applying the Schwartz inequality, we have 
s b +cQ= (F”(t))“‘dt 0 
< (lb F’“(t) dt)“’ (lbdt) “* = l&-(8”(t) - F’(0))“2b”2 
Thus lim,-,b F’(t) = +co and hence there exists 0 < c < b such that F’(t) is positive on (c, b). 
Therefore F(t) is monotonously increasing on (c, b). We denote by pq the geodesic segment 
joining points p and q on M if it exists. Suppose that geodesic segments op and oq exist on 
44. We shall show that the geodesic segment pq exists on M. Let X, Y and Z be the tangent 
vectors at o such that p = exp X and q = exp Y and Z = X - Y. Let x(s) = expsX and 
y(s) = expsY (0 < s < l), and Z(s) the parallel vector field defined along x(s) such that 
Z(0) = Z. We define J by J = {s : x(t)y(t) exists on M for 0 < t < s}. In order to show that 
p and q can be joined by a geodesic, we show that J = [0, I]. Clearly J is a non-empty open 
subset of the interval [0, I]. Suppose that cr = sup J < 1. Then there exists 0 < t < 0 such that 
z,(t) = exp,(,, tZ(a) (0 < t -c r) is a maximal ray. Since t is finite, f(z,(t)) is eventually 
monotonously increasing as t tends to t. Therefore ifs is sufficiently close to CT, then f(z,(t)) 
(0 < t < s) is eventually monotonously increasing as t tends to t. The above argument also 
holds when we take Z = Y - X. Namely, the function f on x (s)y(s) is increasing on some part 
of the segment as the point moves from x(s) to y(s), and the same holds as the point moves from 
y(s) to x(s), if s is sufficiently close to CF. This contradicts the fact that f is strictly convex. Thus 
c = sup J = 1. Therefore x( l)y( li = pq exists on M. On the other hand, any two points on A4 
can be joined by a broken geodesic segment. Using the above fact together with induction, we 
can show that any two points on M can be joined by a geodesic segment. Since any two points 
on M can be joined by a geodesic segment, the affine development of A4 is injective and hence 
an affine diffeomorphism of A4 onto a convex domain in A”. This shows the assertion. 0 
3. Basic identities on a Hessian manifold 
We express various geometric concepts for the Hessian structure (D, g) in terms of affine 
coordinate systems {x I, . . . , x”} with respect to D, i.e., Ddx’ = 0. 
(1) The Hessian metric g is expressed locally as follows: 
gij = a.2 ad ’ 
(2) We denote by V the Riemannian connection for g and by rijk Christoffel symbols of V. 
Then 
1 ir ag,j 
rijkYg - 
axk ’ 
rijk are considered as components of a tensor field V - D, and 
rijk = rjik = rkji. 
2x0 
(3) Define a tensor field Sijkl by 
arij, 
S’ ;k, = - 
axk 
Then we have 
a4u 
Sjjk, = 1 1 a’lf a’u 
2axlaxJaxkax1 
~8'" axlaXkaXt- ax*axlax" *
s;jk[ = Si[kj = skji[ = sji,!, . 
(4) The Riemannian curvature tensor field for V is expressed as follows: 
(5) We denote by u the volume element determined by g. Define a closed l-form cx and a 
symmetric bilinear form /3 by 
Dxu = a(X)u, p = Da. 
Then 
1 a logdetkl (yi z - rr 
2 axi = li’ 
We call w and p the$rst Koszul form and the second Koszul form for (D, g) respectively. 
(6) The Ricci tensor for g is expressed as follows: 
Rlk = r;,jr”rk - rr,, r”,,. 
Define a symmetric tensor K by 
Kjk = Srjrk. 
Then We have Rjk = i(Kjk - BJk). 
For a flat vector bundle F over M, we denote by r(F) the space of all smooth sections of F. 
Let T and T* be the tangent bundle and the cotangent bundle over M, respectively. We set 
C?“.“ = r((/j’ T*) @ (A” T*)). 
We call cp in S2/‘,“ a (p, q)-form and express cp locally as follows; 
cp=l c 
p!q! i, ,_.., i,, 
CJI;,,._~,>; ,... j<, (dx" A . . A dx’P) ~3 (dx;’ A A dx”‘) 
Ji . . . ..Jq 




(dV[,., ;,,j,_.,j,) * (de”’ A A d,y’~‘) 1 
@ (dx;’ A A dx7C+ 
II,.... i,, 
Then {C C’Ap,q. a,} is a cochain complex which is similar to the Dolbeault complex for a 
complex manifold. 
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Let T be a tensor bundle over M such that all tensors which will appear hereafter are contained 
in T(T @ T). 
Definition. We define certain covariant derivatives 0; and D’x of r(T @ T) in the direction of 
X E I(T) by 
D;,=~Yx@‘++x, & = 218 yx + Dx, 
where yx = Vx - DX and I is the identity map. 
Then the following conditions (Hi)-(Hs) are equivalent [9]: 
(HI) g is a Hessian metric, 
W2) 
agij 
axk = 2, 
(H3) dYxY, a = gv, YXZL 
(H4) aDg = 0, 
VW Dig = 0 (or Dtxg = 0), 
where we consider g E 52 ‘7’ = I(T @ T*) c I’(T @IT). 
Identifying the subspace I’(T 64 1) of I’(T 8 T) with r(T) where 1 is the trivial line bundle 
over M, we have 0; = 2Vx - Dx, fi’x = Dx, on r(T). The condition (Hs) is equivalent o 
(H6) Xg(Y, Z) = g(D;Y, Z> + g(Y, DXZ) for X, Y, Z E r(T). 
(He) implies that in the sense of S. Amari [l], the affine connections D and D’ = 2V - D are 
dual with respect to g, and so the affine connection D’ = 2V - D is flat. Using the flat affine 
connection D’ = 20 - D, by the same way as in the case of D we define a cochain complex 
cc, ~2~5 a,,]. 
Proposition 3.1. We have aD = aol. 
Proof. Let (El, . . . , E, } be an orthonormal frame and let {e I, . . . , 0” } be the dual frame. Con- 
sidering 8’ E Q’s0 we have 
a, = c e(Q’) DE;, aDI = C&j&, 
i i 
where e(0’) is the operator defined by e(@‘)p = 8’ A q. Since xi e(8’)VE, = d = xi e(8’)DE, 
on s2P*O where d is the usual exterior differentiation, we have 
& = 2 c e(@‘)VE, - c e(6)‘) DE, = d = 3, (a) 
i i 
on Qps”. Since Dki = DE, on 52O.4, we have 
a,! = c e(@)Dk, = c e(@) DEi = a, @I 
i i 
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on Q”,Y. (a) and (b) together with 
i3D/(cp A l@) = a@& A 1// + (-l)“cp A a,,$. 
a,((o A +) = aDcp A ti + (-w+ A ad 
for cp E f12”,” imply a,, = a, on Q2/‘,y. 0 
Corollary 3.2. The pair (D’, g) is a Hessian structure. 
The proof follows from Proposition 3.1 and (H4) 
4. Laplacian on a Hessian manifold 
In Sections 4, 5 we always assume that A4 is an oriented compact Hessian manifold. 
Definition. Let us denote by IJ the Laplacian induced by a, = 3,)). 
Theorem 4.1. Let a’ and /I’ be the Koszul forms for the Hessian structure (D’. g). Then we 
have 
(1) a’ = -CY, /!I’ = p; 
(2) Va = 0; 
(3) Bj; = a,rrjj; 
(4) /I’, = arar is a non-negative constant and so ,6 can not be negative dgjinitr. 
Proof. By the definition of the first Koszul form we have cr’(X)u = DZ u = (2Vx - Dx)u = 
-Dxu = -a(X)u. The second Koszul form B for (II, g) is characterized by B = -Elg [9]. Thus 
wehaveb’ = -I?g = /I.TheseimplyVa, = $(D’+D)cu = i(--D’cr’+Dw) = i(-b’+@) = 0. 
(3) follows from 0 = Va,axca = (iJ~l,/ijx' - rrija,)dxj = (/lij - w,Trj,)dx’. Ll 
In general Theorem 4.1 does not hold for noncompact Hessian manifolds. The following 
example is obtained from the family of multinomial distributions [11. 
Example. Let A2 be the 2-dimensional real affine space with natural flat afhne connection D 
and let {xl, x’} be an affine coordinate system on A*. Put u = log(e-“’ + e” + 1). Then A’ with 
(II, g = D’u) is a Hessian manifold. We set 
au e x’ 
x” = y = 
ad ex’ + exL + 1 
> 0, i = 1.2, 
I3 1 
X = 1 -XI' _ XJ = 
ex' + e"' + I 
> 0. 
Then {x”, x1*} is an affine coordinate system for D’ = 2V - D. We have 
xi = logx” - logx’“. 
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Denoting by gij, ai, /3ij (resp. gjj, ai, B,;> the components ofg 
to x1, x2 (resp. x”, x”), we have 
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cx, /5 (resp. g, a’, /3’) with respect 
Since logdet[gij] = x’ + x2 - 3 log(e”’ + 8’ + l), log det[gji] = - CT=, logx”, we obtain 
Bij=-:gij, B:i=~ &+& . 
( > 
Hence B is negative definite and B’ is positive definite. Thus Va! = i(-p’ + ,8) # 0. 
Now, recall L. Markus’s conjecture [5]: A compact afine manifold is complete ifand only if 
it has a parallel volume element. 
Theorem 4.2. The following conditions (l)-(4) are equivalent: 
(1) M admits a D-parallel volume element; 
(2) V = D; 
(3) Cx = 0; 
(4) /!I = 0. 
Proof. (2) + (l), (2) + (3) are trivial. (3) ($ (4) follows from Theorem 3.1. Suppose cz = B = 0. 
Then by [6] we have Rijkl = 0. Thus 0 = Rkk = rrSkrrSk - o!,l?~ = rrskr& so rilk = 0. 
This implies (2). Suppose M admits a D-parallel volume element u. Then there exists a positive 
smooth function f on M such that u = f o. From a(X)u = Dxv = (Xf)o = (d log f)(X)u, it 
follows Q! = d log f. Since Va! = 0 by Theorem 4.1, log f is a harmonic function on M. Hence 
log f is a constant. This implies (3). 0 
See also S.Y. Cheng and S.T. Yau [3]. In [4] W. Goldman and M. Hirsh proved that L. Markus’s 
conjecture is true for compact affine manifolds with rational Riemannian metric, i.e., the compo- 
nents of the Riemannian metric are rational functions with respect to affine coordinate systems. 
Thus we have 
Corollary 4.3. Suppose the Hessian metric is rational. If D is complete, then V = D. 
Theorem 4.4. Let D* (resp. D’*) be the adjoint operator of the covariant differential operator 
D (resp. 0’): r(A” T*) + r((// T*) @I T*) Then we have 
17 = D*D - B = D’*D’ - B 
on r(A” T*), where (B$)i,,,.i, = C,“=, ~S~h~i,,,,(s)l..,iP for t E r<A” T*), and inparticular 
D*D = D’*D’. 
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Proof. Let $;,..,i+ E r((Ap T*) @ T*) and $ ,,.., + E f’(A” T*). Putting I], = c$( ,.._,,,, r$il...il~, we 
have by (Hs) and (5) in Section 3 
Integrating this over M, we get 
By a theorem in [9] we know 
for 6 E r(/‘/” T*). Hence 0 = D’* D’ - B. Since the Laplacian and the second Koszul form 
for (D’, g) coincide with 0 and /I respectively, applying the same argument as above we obtain 
q l=D*D-B. 0 
Definition. We denote by E : r(A” T*) --$ r(/j” T*) the self-adjoint elliptic differential 
operator D’D = D’* D’. 
Corollary 4.5. Let e E r(A” T*). The following conditions (l)-(4) are equivalent. 
(1) <i,...i,, is D-parallel; 
(2) <i,.,.i, is D’-parallel; 
(3) cjl...jp is D-parallel; 
(4) cjl..-jp is D’-parallel; 
(5) E< = 0. 
Proof. E = D* D = D’* D’ implies that (l), (2) and (5) are equivalent. By (Hs) we have 
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Corollary 4.6. (1) Suppose B is positive semi-dejinite. Then a D-parallel p-form 6 is harmonic. 
(2) Suppose p is positive dej’inite. Then there exists no non-trivial D-parallel p-form. 
Proof. Suppose that ,3 is positive semi-definite. Let c be a D-parallel p-form. By Theorem 3.4 
we have 06 = -Bt, and so 0 6 (Clt, 6) = -(Bc, 6) < 0, where (. , .) is the inner product. 
This implies El6 = 0. 
Suppose, further, that B is positive definite and 6 # 0. Then 0 < (06, 0 = -(Bc, 6) < 0. 
This is a contradiction. 0 
Corollary 4.7. A p-form 6 is harmonic if and only if rt = B{. 
Corollary 4.8. A vector Jield $’ is Killing with respect to g if and only if the corresponding 
1 -fOmt $i satisjies 
&< = KC, se = 0, 
where (K$)i = ~‘6~ .
Proof. It is well known that 6 is Killing if and only if 
(Q>i = 2Rrit;,, SC = 0. 
Since 2Rjk = Kjk -/?jk and 0 = E-B, the abovecondition is equivalent o Et = Kc, St = 0. 0 
5. Structure theorem 
Applying Corollary 4.5 we prove a structure theorem of a compact Hessian manifold. Let 
g be the abelian Lie algebra of all D-parallel vector fields on M. By Corollary 4.5 and (He), 
the restriction of the Hessian metric g on g is an inner product on 8. Let {Xl, . . . , X,} be 
an orthonormal basis of 0 with respect to g; g(Xi, Xi) = 6ij (Kronecker’s delta). Again by 
Corollary 4.5, the dual l-forms {w’, . . . , cd} defined by 
o’(Y) = g(Xi, Y) for Y E l?(T) 
are D-parallel. Let TP (M) be the tangent space of M at p. We set gP = {X (p) E TP (M) 1 X E g} 
where X(p) is the value of X at p and denote by ID, the orthogonal complement of gP with 
respect to g. Since DD, = {u E T,M 1 wi (v) = 0 for all i} and du’ = 0, the assignment 
2, : p - ‘D, is an integrable distribution. 
Theorem 5.1. Let G be the abelian Lie group generated by 0 and NP the maximal integral 
submanifold of 9 through p. Then we have 
(1) Each G-orbit Gq is totally geodesic with respect o D, D’ and V. The restrictions of (D, g) 
and (D’, g) on Gq are Hessian structures and D = D’ = V on Gq. 
(2) NV is totally geodesic with respect o D, D’ and V and the restrictions of (D, g) and (D’, g) 
on NP are Hessian structures. 
(3) M = GNP. 
(1) and (2) immediately follow from the following Lemma. 
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Lemma. There exists an afJine coordinate system {xl. . . , x’, xr+’ . . . x”} such that 
(l)X;=~/~x’,w’=dx’,l~i~r. 
(2) (a/axr+‘, . . ) a/axn} is a local basis of 9, 
(3) The components gA, = g(a/ax’, a/ax’*) are 
g,, = ai,, 1 <i,j<r. 
gi r+j = 07 1 6 i < r. 1 :s j < 12 - r. 
and gl+, +k is a function of xl+‘. . . . .Y7. 
(4) Let (4”. . , y’. y’+‘, . . . , y”) be an czfine coordinate system satisfying the above condi- 
tions (1) and (2). Then 
J’ z xi + ai, l<i<r. 
n--r 
?.r+j = c a;fkJXr+k + ar+.i, l<j<n-r. 
k=l 
Proof. Since w’. . . . . W’ are D-parallel, there exist local affine functions .Y’ . ~ x’ around 
p such that wi = dx’. Then we can find local affine functions xl+‘. . . x” such that 
{x’. . . ,Xr.Xr+l.... ,x”] is an affne coordinate system around p and g(?I/i3.11’. ;3/?I.?+‘) = 0 
at p for all 1 < i < r, 1 6 j < n - r. Since Xj(xx) = o”(X,) = ski for 1 < i. k < r. it fol- 
lows that Xi = a/ax’+C’i; aT+jd/a.Y+j. Sinceg(CTz; a;+j;‘/axr+j. J7Tir a:” ij/ijxI--+I) = 
g(Xi, xl:; a:+ja/ax”+j) = J-f:;’ a;-+‘dxL(a/axr+‘) = 0, we have ‘j-r:; u:+‘i,/ax’+,/ = 0 
and Xi = a/a..?. By (Hh) we have a/ax”g(a/axl, a/i3xr+-~) = g(D;.,,,x,. ii/ax"+') + 
g( X;, Da,ar,. a/axr+.‘) = 0 for all 1 :G h < n, 1 6 i < r. 1 < j < n - r. This implies 
that g(a/ax’, a/aPj) = 0. and a/axr+j E 23. Since ag,,, ,-+k/aY = acq,, iL/i)P~ = 0. 
g,+/ r+~ is a function of XI+‘, . . . . x”. (4) is trivial. 0 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let (x’, . . , xr,xr+‘. . . x”} be an affine coordinate system on a 
neighbourhood W of p satisfying the conditions (I) and (2) of the Lemma. We may assume 
x’(p) = ..’ = x”(p) = 0 and w -+ (x’(w). ,.x”(N~)) is a homeomorphism from W 
to a cube {(w’. . . , UT) E Et’* 1 110’1 -c c}. For a fixed IQ’ E W we know that (II E W 1 
x’(u) = .Y’(wo) for 1 < i < r} is a connected integral submanifold of ‘D through wg and {u E 
1/1; / x’+J(u) = Xr+; (wo) for 1 < j < n - r) is a connected integral submanifold of g through 
WI). Let UC’ E W be a point such that (~‘(~10). . . . x”(u”)) = (0. . 0. x’+‘Cw”). . . _x”(‘u~‘)). 
Then ug E N,,. Since {V E W I x”j(u) = xr+’ (wg) for 1 < j :< n - r] is a connected integral 
submanifold of g through IQ) and ~0, Gwa = Guo. Thus UI” E Gu,’ c GN,,. and so W c GN,,. 
This implies that p is an interior point of G N,,. Since a D-parallel 1 -form (1) is G-invariant. we 
have a?I,, = 73”,, for a E G, and so 
alv, = N,, for a 6 G. 
This shows that q E GNP is equivalent to G NC, = G N,, Thus every point q E G N,, is an interior 
point of GN,,, and GN,, is an open set. Again by the above fact, if GN,, f’ GN, is not empty, 
then G N,, = G Nq . Hence we have M = G N,, Thus the proof of Theorem 5.1 is completed. 9 
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Corollary 5.2. Suppose NP is closed in M. Let L be a closed subgroup of G which consists of 
all elements in G preserving NP. Then G/L is a torus and 
M = G xL NP + GIL 
is a fibre bundle. 
Proof. Let X E 0 such that (Exp tX)N, = N,, where Exp tX is a l-parameter group of 
transformations generated by X. Since (Exp tX)p c NP we have X, E I>, and so X, = 0. 
Since X is D-parallel we have X = 0. Thus L is a discrete subgroup of G. We denote by 
G x L NP --+ G/L the fibre bundle associated with G + GIL with fibre NP. Then G x L NP 
is affinely equivalent o A4 = GNP. Since G/L is a compact abelian group, G/L is a torus. q 
This corollary is an extension of Calabi’s theorem for a compact flat Riemannian manifold 
(See Section 6 and [ 131). 
Remark that in general, NP is not closed in M and L is not closed in G. 
Example. We shall give an example of a compact Hessian manifold where the subgroup L of 
G in Corollary 5.2 is not closed. Let A2 be the 2-dimensional real affine space with the natural 
flat affine connection D and let (x, y] be an affine coordinate system on A2. Let Q be a domain 
defined by y > 0. Consider a Riemannian metric on fi given by 
Then (D, g) is a Hessian structure on s2. Let 0, t be affine transformations of Q defined by 
0: (x,y) - (x+a,hy), 
t : (~3 Y> - (x + 6, PY) 
where a, b are constants and h, ,U are positive constants. Then 0, t leave the Hessian structure 
(D, g) invariant. Suppose that a, b, h and w are chosen such that 
(1) a, b are linearly independent over Z, 
(3) log h, log p are linearly independent over Z 
We denote by r the group generated by (cr, t). By (3), r acts properly discontinuously on 
S’I and r\Q is a compact Hessian manifold which is diffeomorphic to a torus. Let us denote 
by n the projection from fi to r\s2, and by (D, g) the Hessian structure on r\Q. Since the 
space of all r-invariant D-parallel l-forms on Q is spanned by dx, the space all D-parallel 
l-forms on r\Q is spanned by w where rr*w = dx. Let X be a vector field on l?\Q defined 
by g(X, Y) = w(Y) for each vector field Y on r\Q. Then X = n,(i3/ax) and the vector space 
0 of all D-parallel vector fields on r\Q is spanned by X. Let z be the group generated by 
a/&x. Then G = {(x, y) + (x + u, y) 1 u E IR}. Since n((Exp ta/ax)p) = (ExptX)n(p) for 
t E IR and p E R, where Exp ta/ax ( resp. Exp tX ) is a l-parameter group of transformations 
generated by a/ax (resp. X), there exists a homomorphism n’ from 5 onto G such that 
n(s”p> = n’G>n(p>, 
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for S E g and p E Sk By (2) we have Ker 7t’ = ?? fl r = (e}. Thus 75’ : E - G is an 
isomorphism and in particular, G is non-compact. We have 
Gn((0, 1)) = {X(X, 1) I x E IR). ~rrC(0.l)) = In@. .v) I Y ’ 01. 
Put z := n’-‘(L). Then z = ((x, _Y) -+ (x+na+mh,~)jn.m~~}.By(l)(nu+mh/n.m E 
Z] is dense in Iw, so z is dense in I!?. Since F’(N,~~o.J,,) = {(na + mh. .Y) I n. m E Z .v > 0) 
is dense in Q, I’Vrr((o,t)) is dense in r\Q. 
6. Albanese mapping 
In this section, for a compact affine manifold we shall construct an Albanese variety which is 
an analogy of an Albanese variety of a compact complex manifold [2]. Let M be a compact affine 
manifold with a flat affine connection D. We denote by ‘J’ the vector space of parallel 1 -forms on 
M. Since each parallel form is closed, we obtain the following linear-isomorphism j of 9 into 
the 1st de Rham cohomology group H’ (M); for each a! E Ip, j(a) = [a] E H’ (M) where (CY] 
denotes the cohomology class of CX. The universal covering space k of M is an affine manifold 
in a natural way so that the covering projection p of M onto M is an affine mapping. Denoting 
by ? the vector space of parallel 1 -forms on 2, the projection p induces a linear isomorphism 
p* of 9’ into 5, which induces a projection of $* onto FP* where CP+ denotes the dual space of 3’. 
We choose a point o on M as an origin and a point 0 on % such that p(5) = o. Then the affine 




Ia, 5(X)) = p*(a). 
0 
Thus we have the following diagram; 
We denote by HI (M; 2%) (resp. Hi (M; IR)) the 1st homology group of M with coefficient 
Z (resp. IF?.). A homomorphism h of HI (M; Et) to ?‘* is defined by the integration. The image of 
h is denoted by A; A = h(H1(M: Z)). Then A is a subgroup of ip* and we have the following 
diagram; 
‘CP* A H,(M; R) 
T T h 
A +---- H,(M; 25). 
Since the homomorphism j of 9 to H’(M) is injective, the homomorphism h of HI (M; IR) to 
‘J’* is surjective and hence the subgroup A generates the vector space Ip* over Iw. The closure 
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i of A in El’* is a closed subgroup of Ip* so that the quotient group ‘P*/.& is a torus with a flat 
affine connection in a natural way. This torus is called the Albanese variety of the compact affine __ N 
manifold M, denoted by A(M). Then we show that the affine mapping 4 of A4 to Ip* induces an 




M 5 lP*/ii= A(M). 
The affine mapping of M into A(M) is called an Albanese mapping. 
Flat Riemannian case 
Let M be a compact flat Riemannian manifold. Then the isomorphism j of ‘9 to H1 (M) 
is bijective and hence A is a discrete subgroup of Y’* with the maximal rank. Therefore the 
dimension of the Albanese variety A(M) is the 1st Betti number of M. Let G be the connected 
component of the group of all isometries of M so that G is compact. Then the Lie algebra g of 
the Lie group G can be identified with the Lie algebra of Killing vector fields on M. Since each 
Killing vector field on M is parallel, the Lie algebra 0 is commutative and the vector space 0 
can be identified with the dual space of the vector space ‘P. That is, the following bilinear form 
on ‘P x (r is non-degenerate: 
F x g 3 (a, X) + a(X) E R. 
Moreover, G is a flat Riemann manifold in a natural way. Regarding the Albanese variety A(M) 
as a commutative Lie group itself, the Albanese mapping 4 induces a Lie group-homomorphism 
4 of G onto A(M), which is locally isometric. Then the kernel of the homomorphism $ is finite, 
denoted by I. Let N be an inverse image 4-l (0) of the Albanese mapping 4 : M -+ A(M). 
Then N is a totally geodesic submanifold of M and the finite group I acts on N effectively. Then 
for each x E N, we have the orthogonal decomposition 
T,(M) = gx + T,(N) 
where gx = {X (x) E TX (M) 1 X E 8). This decomposition suggests a mapping G x N ----+ M. 
This is locally isometric and a regular covering with group 1. This assertion is the so-called 
Calabi’s construction of compact flat Riemannian manifolds [ 131. 
Hessian case 
In the case of a compact Hessian manifold, the above argument in general does not hold. We 
shall consider the example in the previous section. Identifying P with 1w in terms of the base (w), 
the Albanese variety A(r\S2) is E%/.& where A = {na + mb : n, m E Z}. Since a, b are linearly 
independent over Z, A is dense in Iw and the Albanese variety is O-dimensional. This example 
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shows that even in the case of the Hessian manifold the subgroup A is not closed in ‘Cl’ and then 
the dimension of the Albanese variety is less than the dimension of 3’. 
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